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Abstract 
We show that certain random fields are Quite Weak Bernoulli with Exponential Rate using 
ideas from percolation. We also show that this type of mixing condition implies in general 
a central limit theorem. 
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1. Introduction 
The main purpose of this paper is to obtain a specific strong mixing property for 
certain stationary random fields using ideas from percolation. We will study three 
different models and obtain our desired mixing property for each of these three. The 
three proofs will each have two parts. The first parts will be model specific and so 
different for each of the three models. The second parts will be a percolation type 
argument which will be essentially the same for all three models. It is this second part 
which we want to emphasize and which we feel is the main theme of the paper. This 
first section is divided into a number of subsections. After the first subsection, where 
some notation is introduced, we present the models which we will study, introduce the 
mixing properties that we are interested in, and state our results. We then end this 
section with some concluding remarks. 
1.1. Notation 
Our general set-up is the following. For x = (x i ,x  2 . . . .  , xa)~ 7/a, we let ILxH be 
Ix l l+ lx21+ " -+ lxd l .  For disjoint finite sets S and T, we let d(S,T) be 
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inf~s,t~rlls--tJ[. For any finite set A~Z a, let B(A)={x¢A:  3yeA with 
fpx-yll =l}andOA={x~A:3yeA cwith  II x - y l] = l }. We will be using both 
types of boundaries in this paper. We also let A, be [ -  n,n]n~77 a. Finally all 
measures we consider in this paper will be probabil ity measures and so we will just use 
the term measure for probabi l i ty measure. 
Let F be a finite set. A configuration is a map t/: A c_ Z a -~ F. x E A are called 
locations and q(x) is the value of the configuration at location x. A configuration 
t/: A --, F is a restriction of a configuration ( : B ~ F if A __. B and ( agrees with t /on 
A. We also say in this case that ( is an extension of t/. Note that l n acts on 
configurations by translations as follows. If y e Z d set for x ~ Z d, Tr(x)  = x - y and 
for A c_ ya, set TyA = { x - y: x e A }. If q : A ~ F, we also let Tyt/(x) = q(Ty(x)) for 
xe  T_rA. 
1.2. Three systems and some known results 
In this section, we will describe the three different systems which we will study. 
These will be the ferromagnetic Ising Model and then two specific measures of 
maximal  entropy for two different subshifts of finite type. 
1.2.1. The Ising model 
The first system we study is the standard ferromagnetic Ising Model on the 
d-dimensional lattice with 0 external field and coupling constant J ~> 0. (We will think 
of the temperature fixed at 1 so that J is the only parameter.) We give only a quick 
description of the Ising Model referring to [Ellis (1985), Georgi i  (1988) and Liggett 
(1985)] for more details. 
In this case, F will be { - 1, 1} and so our state space will be X = { - 1, 1} z'. Given 
6 e { - 1, 1} Bta"), we let/~.~ be the measure on { - 1, 1} A" given by 
e - u,.(.) 
z-]' 
where 
= - J Y . (x ) . (y )  - J , (x )a (y )  
x,y~ An xe An,y~B(An) 
I l x -Y l l  = 1 l l x -y l l  = 1 
and Z,  ~ is a normalizat ion making pa a measure. H~ is the "energy of t/ in the box A. 
with boundary condition 6". (We suppress J in the notation.) 
Definition 1.1. A measure # on X is called a Gibbs state if for each n, the conditional 
distribution on A. given the configuration 6 on A. ~ is given by/~a, above where 6' is the 
restriction of 6 to B(A.). 
One can then say that a Gibbs State satisfies the Markov  property. An extremely 
important  and classical result for the Ising Model  (see Ellis, 1985; Georgii, 1988; 
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Liggett, 1985) is that for d/> 2, when J is sufficiently large, there is more than one 
Gibbs State. 
Theorem 1.2. For d = 1, there is a unique Gibbs State for all J. For d >>. 2, there exists 
Jc(d) ~ (0, ~ ) such that in d-dimensions, there is a unique Gibbs State for J < Jc(d) while 
there is more than 1 Gibbs State for J > J~(d). 
In this paper, we will only consider the so-called plus state #+ which is given by 
lim #,+, 
where #~ is the measure on { - 1, 1} A" defined above with 6 = 1. The fact that this 
limit exists and is translation invariant is shown in Ellis (1985), Georgii (1988) and 
Liggett (1985). We also let H~ + and Z~ + denote the obvious things. (Recall that this 
measure depends on J.) 
1.2.2. Our first subshift of finite type 
The second system we study is a certain measure of maximal entropy for a so-called 
subshift of finite type. Subshifts of finite type arise in symbolic dynamics in ergodic 
theory. We give a brief description of these objects. See Burton and Steif (1994) for 
more details. 
Definition 1.3. Let r/i: Ai ~ F; 1 ~< i ~< K be a finite set S of configurations with Ai 
finite for each 1 ~< i ~< K. The subshift offinite type (in d dimensions) corresponding to
S is the set X _ F z' consisting of all configurations r/:7/d --. F such that for all y e Z u, 
it is not the case that Tyr/is an extension of some r/i. (The th'S should be thought of as 
the disallowed finite configurations.) 
Definition 1.4. An X _ F v is a symmetric nearest-neighbor system if there is a subset 
G~_FxF  that is symmetric (i.e. (e , f )eG=~(f ,e )EG)  and such that 
X = { r/: Z d ~ F : x, y e Z d, II x - y II = 1 implies (t/(x), ~l(y))6G }. 
The next definition gives a measure of the size of a subshift of finite type X. If 
~/: A ~ F is a configuration, we say that ~ is compatible with X if 3 r/~ X such that ~ is 
a restriction of r/. Let X~ = { ~ : An ~ F with ~ compatible). We also let Nn = I X~ I (I A I 
is the cardinality of A) and X(~) = {r/e X: r/is an extension of ~}. 
Definition 1.5. The topological entropy of X is 
log Nn 
H(X) - -  l im-  
Suppose that # is a translation invariant measure on X. Then the measure theoretic 
entropy of # is 
1 
H(#) - -  lim ~ #(X(/'/))log/~(X(~)). 
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Both of these limits exist by subadditivity. Clearly for any such measure # we have 
H(p) <~ H(X). In fact we have the following variational principle. See Misiurewicz 
(1975) for an elementary proof. 
Theorem 1.6. Let X be a subshift of finite type. Let J///x be the set of translation 
invariant measures on X. Then H(X)  = sup .~x H(p) and moreover the supremum is
achieved at some measure. 
Definition 1.7. Let X be a subshift of finite type. X is strongly irreducible if there is an 
r ~> 0 such that whenever we have two finite compatible configurations ql : A1 -o F 
and r/2:A2 ~ F and the d(AI,A2) > r, there is then an q ~ X that is an extension of 
both qx and q2. 
In Burton and Steif(1994), it was shown that there are strongly irreducible subshifts 
of finite type which have more than 1 measure of maximal entropy. To see the 
relationship between measures of maximal entropy and Gibbs States, the following 
definition is useful. 
Definition 1.8. A measure p on X ___ F z" is said to have uniform conditional probabilit- 
ies if for each n, the conditional distribution on An given the configuration 6 on A. ¢ is 
the uniform distribution among all those configurations which together with 6 form 
an element of X. 
The following result was proven in Burton and Steif (1994). 
Proposition 1.9. Consider a symmetric nearest-neighbor system X and let I~ be a transla- 
tion invariant measure on X. Then, if l~ has maximal entropy, then it has uniform 
conditional probabilities. Conversely, if the system is also strongly irreducible, then if 
I~ has uniform conditional probabilities, then it has maximal entropy. 
Consider the following subshift of finite type. 
Example 1.10. Let Y be the closed translation-invariant subspace of 
{ - M .... , - 2, - 1, 1, 2, ..., M} z~ consisting of all configurations with the property 
that if II x - y IP = 1, then ~l(x)~l(y)/> -- 1. This amounts to saying that a negative 
may not sit next to a positive unless they are each + 1. 
It was shown in Burton and Steif (1994) that for d/> 2 if M is sufficiently large 
(M > 4e28d), then there is more than one translation invariant measure of maximal 
entropy for Example 1.10. 
We now introduce another example of a subshift of finite type which has Example 
1.10 as a special case. 
Example 1.11. Let F = {(i,j), 1 ~< i ~< k, 1 ~<j ~< M} where k and M are two positive 
integer parameters. Consider the symmetric nearest-neighbor system given by 
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G = {(i,j), (i',j') e F x F:i # i' and at least one of j  andj '  is not 1 }. (Recall that G gives 
the disallowed configurations.) 
Pictorally, we have k values {(i, 1): 1 ~< i ~< k} all of which can sit next to each other. 
Each of these values has in turn M - 1 values which only it can sit next to. Namely, 
(i, 1) can sit next to {(i,j): 2 ~<j ~< M}. Moreover, these M - 1 values can all sit next to 
each other. It is clear that this subshift is strongly irreducible and moreover that when 
k = 2, we recover Example 1.10. 
For l = 1 .... , k, we let 
C, = {(l,j): 1 < j  ~< M} and C[ = C,\{(I, 1)}. 
The following theorem was proven in Burton and Steif (1995). 
Theorem 1.12. For example 1.11,/f 
M > 8 2(2d + 1)/32(2d- 1) 72d(2d- 1)4k2d + 1, 
then there are exactly k ergodic measures of maximal entropy. Moreover,for any ergodic 
measure of maximal entropy #, there is an l E {1 . . . . .  k} so that if 
W = {x ~ Zd: at least one ofrl(X ) and r/'(x)~C;}, 
then # x/~ a.s. W c contains one infinite component whose complement contains no infinite 
component. (In particular, W contains only finite components.) 
1.2.3. Our second subshift of finite type 
The third system we study is of the following type. If we take any symmetric 
nearest-neighbor system (not necessarily strongly irreducible), we may add new states 
all of which can be adjacent to any other state including each other and itself. In 
Burton and Steif (1995), it was shown that if we add enough new states, the resulting 
system will have a unique measure of maximal entropy. To state this result, we need to 
introduce percolation. 
Suppose each vertex i ~ 7/a is, independent of all other vertices, open with probabil- 
ity Pl and closed with probability 1 - pl. Denote the corresponding measure by PIP, I" 
For  a realization of the process a path is called open if all its vertices are open. We say 
that percolation occurs if P{p,} (there exists an infinite open path) > 0 (in which case 
this probabil ity is 1 since the event is a tail event). If all the p~'s are equal, say p, we 
write Pp for the above measure and define the critical probability pc(d) = inf{p: Pp 
(there exists an infinite open path) > 0}. One of the first results in percolation was to 
show that pc(2) < 1 (Broadbent and Hammersley, 1957). The above model is called 
independent si e percolation. For further study, see Grimmett (1989) and Kesten (1982). 
The following was proven in Burton and Steif (1995). 
Theorem 1.13. Given a (not necessarily strongly irreducible) symmetric nearest-neighbor 
system X in d dimensions, let X n denote the subshift of finite type obtained by adding 
n new states all of which can be adjacent o any other state including each other and 
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itself. I f  the finite set F for X has size k and 
n + k ~ < pc(d), 
then X" has a unique measure of maximal entropy. 
(One can also obtain this result for large n by the Dobrushin uniqueness condition 
(Georgii, 1988,Theorem 8.7.) 
1.3. Mixing properties 
There are a number of mixing conditions (see Eberlein and Taqqu, 1986) defined for 
stationary stochastic processes {X,},~z where one can simply view a stationary 
stochastic process as a measure on F z which is translation invariant where F is the 
state space for the {X,}'s. One condition is called Weak Bernoulli which was 
introduced by Kolmogorov (see Volkonskii and Rozanov, 1959) under the name 
absolutely regular. This was discovered independently in Friedman and Ornstein, 
(1971) and used to prove that certain processes are isomorphic (in the sense of ergodic 
theory) to independent processes. For many mixing conditions, it is not obvious how 
to extend the definition to stationary random fields, that is, to measures on F z~ which 
are translation invariant. For d 1> 2, certain reasonable definitions unfortunately 
imply m-dependence for some m which means that any two events whose index sets 
are separated by a (d - 1)-dimensional slab of the form 7/~- 1 × { _ m .... , m} are 
completely independent (see Bradley, 1989). This is clearly unsatisfactory since most 
interesting random fields will not be m-dependent for any m. We introduce a condition 
related to Weak Bernoulli which however when restricted to 1-dimension is weaker 
than Weak Bernoulli but which is nonetheless natural. 
In the following definitions, F will denote a finite set. 
Definition 1.14. I fp  and v are measures on F r , we say/~ and v can be e-coupled if there 
exists a measure m on F r x F T which has # and v as its two marginals and such that 
m{(,1 , , f ) :  '1 = '7'} 1> 1 -~.  
Definition 1.15. If ~t is a measure on F z', S and T are finite sets contained in Z a, and 
tl ~ F s, we let/~l"r denote the conditional distribution of# on T given the configuration 
is r/on S. We also let/~lr denote the restriction of # to configurations defined on T. 
Below, we let Pl, denote PIA,, Pin  denote Pl"a,, and n(1 - e) will denote the integer 
part of n(1 - e). 
Definition 1.16. A translation invariant measure p on F z' is called Quite Weak  
Bernoulli (QWB) if for all e > 0, 
as n ~ oo where It II denotes total variation norm. 
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Although it will play no role in this paper, we mention that a measure ~t which is 
QWB is necessarily a Bernoulli Shift. A Bernoulli Shift is a process which has the 
property that there is a measure preserving transformation from ~ to some i.i.d. 
process which commutes with translations. Such processes play a major role in 
ergodic theory. The easiest way to see that a QWB process is a Bernoulli Shift is to 
note that QWB implies a property called "very weak bernoulli" (described in Kam- 
meyer (1990)) and then to appeal to Theorem 1.1 in Kammeyer (1990). 
Definition 1.17. A translation invariant measure ~t on F Z~ is called Quite Weak 
Bernoulli with Exponential Rate (QWBE) if for all e > 0, there exist constants 7~ > 0, 
c~>l  so that 
II/~[(2~a\A,)uA ..... - -  ]AIZa\An X ~AIA ...... II < c, e-~'" 
for all n. 
It is easy to show that for any n and e if 
then for all finite sets S contained in Za\A. ,#(A(S,n,e))>~ 1-01/2  where 
A ( S, n, e) = { q e F s: #1.~ 1 - o and/~ I.t 1 - ~) can be 6 t/2 -coupled }and that conversely for 
anynande i fp (A(S ,n ,e ) )>,  l -6whereA(S ,n ,e )  {qeFS:  " = #l . .  -~ and PI.~I -~) can 
be 6-coupled}, then 
[I/~ICZ'\A.)~A ..... -- #[Z'\A. X Ph ...... II ~< 46. 
This says in words that/~ is QWB if for most (with respect o p) ways of conditioning 
outside of A., the corresponding conditional and unconditional distributions on 
A.._~) can be coupled so that with high probability they are equal everywhere. 
QWBE is then simply a stronger version of this. While the formulation in the 
definition of QWB and QWBE is cleaner, it will be this latter condition that we 
will use. 
In the definition of QWB, one might hope for the stronger condition that for all 
> 0, there is a k so that for large n, 
II#[~ZCA.)~A. , --/llZ'\A. x I[~[A" , II ~ ~" 
However, the methods of Bradley (1989) would show that for d >/2, this condition 
implies m-dependence for some m. 
1.4. Main theorems 
This paper will contain four theorems which we shall now formulate. 
Theorem 1.18. Let ~ + be the plus state for the lsing model with coupling constant J as 
described above. Then if J is sufficiently large, #+ is QWBE. 
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Theorem 1.19. Let # be any ergodic measure of maximal entropy for the subshift of finite 
type Y in Example 1.11. l f  M > 82t2n+ 1)e2(2d-1)72nt2d-1)4k2d+ 1, then # is QWBE. 
Theorem 1.20. Given a (not necessarily strongly irreducible) symmetric nearest-neighbor 
system X in d dimensions, let X" denote the subshift of finite type obtained by adding 
n new states all of which can be adjacent o any other state including each other and 
itself. I f  the finite set F for X has size k and 
n + k ~ <pc(d), 
then the unique measure of maximal entropy for X" is QWBE. 
Theorem 1.21. Let { Xi}i~z, be a stationary random field taking values in the finite set 
F of real numbers with common mean p. I f  the distribution for this random field is 
QWBE, then { Xi}i~l, satisfies 
Y Icov(Xo,Xi)l < 
i~2v a 
and if a z = ~i~z~cov(Xo,Xi) ~eO, then 
Yi~A.(X~ - ~) 
~JV 
~IA.I 1/2 
in distribution as n ~ oQ where JV is standard normal. 
We emphasize that Theorem 1.18 is not a new result. This was one of the main 
results proved in Liberto et al. (1973). However, we feel that our proof is conceptually 
easier and moreover, our proof introduces a method which uses ideas from percola- 
tion which we hope will be useful for proving other random fields are QWBE as it 
seems that this method uses very few properties particular to the Ising Model. Our 
second and third theorems also use this method of percolation to prove that the 
measures of maximal entropy for the respective subshifts of finite type are QWBE. The 
reason why it is more interesting to prove Theorem 1.19 for Example 1.11 rather than 
just Example 1.10 is that Example 1.11 (when k ~> 3) does not possess any monotonic- 
ity while Example 1.10 does. There is of course no monotonicity in Theorem 1.20 
either. Theorem 1.21 will be fairly easy to obtain since we will show that QWBE 
implies a condition which is known to imply a central limit theorem. The theorem to 
which we will appeal is the main theorem in Bolthausen (1982). 
1.5. Concluding remarks 
We would like to relate the above results with other known results. In addition 
to the result for large J (Theorem 1.18), it was also proven in Liberto et al. (1973) that 
if J is sufficiently small, then the unique Gibbs State is QWBE. In addition, the 
recent results in Aizenman et al. (1987) easily imply (see Martinelli et al., 1993) that 
for all J < Jc, the unique Gibbs State is QWBE (in fact a stronger condition called 
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weak-mixing (different than the ergodic theoretic definition of weak-mixing) holds). It 
is easy to see that the fact that the correlations decay according to a power law at 
J = Jc for d = 2 (see Ellis, 1985) implies that at J = Jc the plus state is not QWBE 
although it might be QWB. 
Conjecture 1.22. For all J > Jc, the plus state ~+ is QWBE. 
While percolation is being used in this paper to prove mixing properties of random 
fields, it has also been used (see van den Berg, 1993) to show that certain statistical 
mechanical systems have a unique Gibbs State associated to them. 
The rest of this paper is devoted to proofs. Theorem 1.18 will be proved in Section 2, 
Theorem 1.19 in Section 3, Theorem 1.20 in Section 4 and Theorem 1.21 in Section 5. 
2. lsing model is QWBE 
In this section, we will prove Theorem 1.18. As indicated in the introduction, one of 
the main ideas of the proof will be to use a percolation type argument. To be able to 
carry this out, the first step will be to obtain a certain property of the Ising Model 
which is only true for large J. The property is given in Proposition 2.4. 
We first need to give some definitions. We take the following definition from Burton 
and Steif (1994). 
Definition 2.1. 0 ¢ G _~ 7/a is an enclosing set if 
(i) G is finite, 
(ii) G and G ~ are each connected. 
Definition 2.2. We say that two disjoint finite sets S and T in 7/d are adjacent if 
d(S, T) = 1. Otherwise, they are called nonadjacent. 
Definition 2.3. If A is a nonempty finite connected set in 7/d, we let ,4 be the union of 
A together with the finite components of its complement. 
Note that A is enclosing. The key step in the proof of Theorem 1.7 is the following 
proposition. As usual, ~/^ ~/' is defined by q ^  q'(x) = min{q(x), q'(x)}. 
Proposition 2.4. Let p+ be the plus state for the Ising Model. Given disjoint finite sets 
S and T, let E(S,T)  denote the event that there is a path from S to T on which 
~l ^  ~' = - 1. I f  J is sufficiently large, then there exist ?,c > 0 such that for all disjoint 
finite sets S and T, #+ x p + (E(S, T)) <~ cmin{lOS[, IOTl}e -eats'~) 
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that lOS1 <~ It~TI. We fix an x in OS and 
show that the probability that there is a path from x to T on which q ^  q' - - 1 is 
exponentially small in d(S, T) independent of which x E S we consider. 
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Let x e S and let 
C(~htl',X) = {y: 3 a path from x to y on which t/A r/' = -- 1} 
be the negative cluster of x with respect o t/A t/'. We also let m > n and p~+ be as in the 
introduction. We assume that S w T ~_ A,~. The following lemma will be proved 
afterwards. 
Lemma 2.5. Let C ~_ A,, be an enclosing set and R ~ ~C. Then 
/t+ (rl ---- -- 1 on R, t l =- 1 on ~C~) <~ c( J )e  -~(J)lRI 
for some constants c( J)  and 7(J) independent of  m where we can take 7(J) ~ oo as 
J -~ ~.  
Now letting C _~ A~ be enclosing and contain x, we have that 
+ 
~< ~ p,,+X/tm+(C(r/,rf, x )=C, t / -  - l onR,  r / ' -  -1  ondCc~R ¢) 
R_~ 
~< ~ / t~+xP~+(r / - - lont~C¢, r / -  - l onR,~/ ' - lont3~ ¢, 
R~_O£" 
r/' ~ - 1 on  d (Tc~R c) 
- -  - 1 on  0C ° ,  = 
R_~a~ 
~' -  -1  ondCc~R ¢) 
- 1 on  R)p~+(t / '  - - 1 on  0(~ ¢, 
<~ ~, c( J )e  -~(J)lRI c ( J )e  -~tJ)l°c~R°l = 2 I°clc(J): e -rts)lecl 
R ~_O~ 
= c( J )  2 e - (y ( J ) - ln2) l~gCl .  
If q zt : x --* T on which I/A t/' ------ -- 1, then C( r/, ~/', x) must intersect T and it follows 
that ~gC(r/, r/', x) must contain at least d(S, T) points. We let W~ be the number of 
enclosing sets E containing x with [dE[ = I and ~m(X) be the set of all enclosing sets 
contained in Am and containing x. In Burton and Steif (.!994), it is shown that Wz is 
~< (e7a)t ( /+  2d - 4)/(2d - 2). Hence, 
Pm +x bt+m (3n :x  ~ T on which t/A t/' -- -- 1) 
+ r =1~+,, X#m(C(rh~l ,x)c~T #0)  
C e a'=(x) 
lOCI ~> d(S,T) 
< X ..+ ×;,=(e(n,n',x)= c) 
I = d(S, T) C e ~.(x) 
lOCi = t 
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oo 
~< c ( J )2  E e-t~'( / ) - ln2) l  Wl 
1 = d(S, T) 
~< c(J)2 ~, e-tVtJ)-21~ 2-t-ln 7')1, 
1 = d(S, T) 
since (l + 2d - 4)/(2d - 2) ~< 21 as is easily verified. Finally, it is clear that this last 
expression is at most 
c, e-~'d(S,T) 
for some c', 7' > 0 if J is sufficiently large as ~(J) ~ oo as J ~ oo. 
This in turn gives us that 
p~ x #+~ ( E(S, T)) <~ IdSlc' e -r'dts'r), 
since if there is such a path from S to T, there must exist such a path from dS to T. We 
note that c' and y' are independent ofm. Therefore while E(S, T) is not a finite cylinder 
set, it is clearly open and therefore we have p÷ x#÷(E(S ,T ) )  <~ 
liminfm~o~ p~+ x #~+ (E(S, T))  <~ IdSlc'e -r'dts'r). [] 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. Let A denote the event in question. Enumerate R as 
{xl, x2 . . . . .  x~}. Given r/• A, for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  q, let Di(t/) be the negative cluster of xi, 
{y: q a path n: x~ ~ y with t/(w) = - 1 for all w • n}. We let D = D(r/) be U~= 1D~(t/). 
Note that Di(~/) and Dj(r/) may be the same for i :~j and that for r/• A, dD contains 
R since (~ is enclosing. Let 8 be the set of all unions of nonadjacent enclosing sets 
E with E _ (~ and R _ dE such that each set in the union contains ome x~. Note that 
E is not an enclosing set but rather a union of enclosing sets. This gives us 
/l~(A) ~< ~ /~m+ (A~{D(r/) = E}). 
E~g 
We first obtain a bound on the summands above in the following lemma which will 
be proved afterwards. 
Lemma 2.6. For f ixed E • 8, #m + (A ~ { D(r/) = E }) ~< e- 2Jleel 
Letting 81 be the set of elements E in 8 with I dE[ = l and using the fact that E • 8 
implies that [dE I ~> q, we obtain 
p~+(a) ~< ~, lSlle -2sl. 
l=q 
We now need only count the number of elements in 81. Given an element E in 81, we 
let E1 be the enclosing set of E containing xl. If x2 is not in El, we let E2 be the 
enclosing set of E containing x2 while otherwise Ez is empty. Once E1 . . . . .  Ek are 
defined, we let Ek ÷ ~ be the enclosing set of E containing Xk + ~ if Xk + ~ is not in any of 
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Ex .... , E k and otherwise, we take Ek+ 1 to be empty. This clearly gives us a partit ion of 
l into exactly q nonnegative integers corresponding to the cardinalities of the OE~'s. 
Given a partit ion l~, 12,. . . ,  lq of l, the number  of elements in 8t corresponding to 
this partit ion is at most []q= 1 (e7d) t' (l~ + 2d - 4)/(2d - 2) using the bound mentioned 
earlier on the number  of enclosing sets containing a point. (l~ + 2d-  4 ) / (2d-  2) 
should be taken here as 1 if li = 0. Using the trivial bound (l + 2d - 4)/(2d - 2) ~< 2 ~, 
gives us an upper bound of (2e7d) ~ for the number of elements in ~ corresponding to 
this partition. 
It is well known (using elementary combinatorics and Stirling's approximation) 
that the number of partit ions of I into at most q nonnegative integers when I ~> q is at 
most C4 ~ for some universal constant C. This gives us that Id~tl is at most C(8e7d) I.
We therefore get 
#+re(A) <~ ~ C(8e7d)te -2st. 
l=q 
As easy computat ion gives us that for large J, #+re(A)<~ c(J)e -~'tJ)IRI for some 
constants c(J) and ),(J) and that moreover  one can take 7(J)  ---' oo as J --* ~ .  []  
Proof of Lemma 2.6. Given q ~ Ac~{D(r / )= E}, let T map { -  1, 1} A~ tO itself by 
flipping the configuration on E and leaving it fixed on E ¢. One then clearly has 
H+(Trl) = H+(~l) - 2 J [ (x ,y ) :x  ~ E, y ~ E¢[ <. H+Ol) - 2JIOE[. 
Therefore 
~.~A e- n';'(") 
/ t+(Ac~{O(q) = E}) ~< o(~):e 
z ;  
~n~A e-H'~(T(n))e-ZJI~EI ~I~A e nm(T(rl)) 
~< D(,I)=E ~< e-2Jp~Ei DOI)=E 
Zm + Zm + 
<~ e-  2JI*~EI ~"~rt~ { - 1,1 }AmA e -n;"¢Tt¢)} 
Z+m 
= e-  2JI~EI 
the last equality following from the fact that T is bijective as E is fixed here. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1.18. Let c and 7 be as in Proposit ion 2.4 and let % >~ 1 be such that 
IOA, I ~ o~an a-x 
for all n. Given any e > 0 and n, we first prove that p+(A(S,n,e))  = 
p + ({ r/~ { -- 1, 1 }s : p + 1~1 _ ~) and p + I,tl -,) can be CO~d nd 1 e-  yd(S,A ...... )-coupled }) 
>1 1 - C~d r id -  1 e-  yd(S,A.,, ,}) 
for S = B(A,).  Note that S will be B(A. )  until the end of the proof. Let 
F = {r /~{_  1,1}s: p+l~+lXp+[.+,(E(S,A,~l_,)))<~(c%nd-le-~d(s,A ..... ))1/2}, 
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where E(S,A.t l  _~)) is defined in Proposition 2.4. Proposition 2.4 tells us that 
#+ I.+1 × P+ I.+ I(E(S, A.t l -o))  ~ CO~d nd-le-~d(s'A ..... )' 
Since 
,u+l.+lX,U+l.+l = Z (,u+(n))~+l.%lX,U+l.+l, 
r/e{- 1,1} s 
an easy computation implies that 
p+ (F) >~ 1 - (c~an a- 1 e-~a(s,a ...... ) )1/2.  
We now show that for all creF, there exists a coupling of /~+ Ina(l_e) and 
P+I,tt-~) that gives {( r / , r / ' )e{-1 ,1} A ..... x{ -1 ,1}  A ...... : q -q '}  probability 
1 - -  (CO(d nd-  1 e -  3,d(S,A ...... ))1/2. 
The idea of the proof is as follows. For a e F, we choose q and q' at random from 
P+ [~+ 1 x #+ I.+ 1. If there is a path from S to A . ,  -o on which ~/^ q' - - 1, we leave 
the configurations alone. Otherwise, there will be some type of "surface contour" 
around A.~I-~) on which both configurations are = 1. We can then use the Markov 
property to match the configurations perfectly on and inside this surface contour and 
hence on An(1_~). 
The first step is define "surface contour" rigorously. To do this we steal a concept 
from Burton and Steif (1994) and modify it slightly. 
Definition 2.7. A set C c_ 7/d is called an (n,e)-separating set if 
(1) C ~- AnnA~n(1-O_l, 
(2) there is no path from A. ,  _~)_ 1 ~ oo contained in C c, 
(3) C is minimal with respect o (2). 
If C is (n,e)-separating, let C' = {xq~C: there is a path from x ~ ~ contained in 
CO}. This allows us to define a partial order on (n, e)-separating sets by 
C1"<C2 ifC~___Cl. 
(Heuristically, an (n, 0-separating set is a surface contour containing A,tl ~)-1 and 
C1"<C2 means C1 is contained within the volume surrounded by C2.) 
Note that by (3) C is determined by C' since 
C = {x~C': x is adjacent o some point of C'}. 
This implies that C1--C2 and C2~_Ca together imply Ca = C2. Since transitivity is 
obvious, this gives us a partial order. 
One should also note that if C satisfies (1) and (2), then there is contained in C an 
(n, e)-separating set. 
Definition 2.8. An (n,~)-separating set C is good (relative to ~/,~/') if ~/^ q' - 1 on C. 
Lemma 2.9. I f  for rl, r f there exists a good (n,e)-separating set, then there exists 
a maximum (with respect o ~() good (n,e)-separating set. 
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Proof. This is proved in Burton and Steif (1994). [] 
Given q, q', we let A,(r/, q') be the set of all y for which there is a path from B(A.) to 
yonwhicht /^q '= -1 .  
Lemma 2.10. I f  An(tl, rl')C~An~l ~ = O, then there exists a good (n,e)-separating set. 
Proof. Let C be (t3A~(q, q')~An)k.) {X ~ OAn : r//X r]' = 1 }. It is clear that C satisfies (1) 
and (2) of Definition 2.7 and that r/^ r/' = 1 on C. By a previous remark, C contains 
a good (n,m)-separating set. [] 
The following lemma is obvious and so no proof will be given. 
Lemma 2.11. Let C be an (n, m)-separating set. The event that C is a maximum good 
( n, m)-separating set is measurable with respect o the configuration on C u C'. 
Continuing with the proof of Theorem 1.18, we construct the desired coupling as 
follows. It will be a factor (function) of# + I~+ 1 × #+ In+ 1. We will construct a function 
from { - 1, 1 }a"+l X { -- 1, 1} A"~' to itself such that/~+ I~+ 1 x/~+ I.+ 1 gets transformed 
to a measure which has marginals /~+1~+1 and /~+1,+1 and such that 
{(q,r/') E { - 1, 1}A"+' X { -- 1, 1 }A"+': q --=r/' on A ,_o .  } has probability 
1 - (c~dn d- ~ e-~dtS, A..... ))1/2. The function which we call f i s  defined as follows. Given 
q, r/', either there is a path from B(A. )  to A. ,  _,) on which r/^ q' _-__ - 1 or there is not. 
If there is, let f(r/, r/') = (q, q'). If there is not, let C be a maximal good (n, e)-separated 
set which exists by Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10. We then let f(q, ~/') = (q,q') on CuC'  and 
let f0/ ,  r/') = (r/, r/) on (CuC ' )  c. 
Using the Markov property for the Ising Model together with Lemma 2.11, it 
follows that the measure obtained has the correct marginals. By Proposition 2.4, this 
coupling gives {(q,q')~{ - 1, 1}a"+' X { -  1, l}a"~l:r/ = q' on Atl_~). } at least prob- 
ability 1 -(CCtdnd-le-~atS'A ..... ))~/2, as desired. 
This takes care of the case S = B(A.).  We leave to the reader to show that if 
$1 --- $2 - A~ and c and ~ work (in the above sense) for $2, then 2(C~d) ~/2 and 7/2 work 
for S~. Therefore, given any S _~ A. ¢, it suffices to prove the result when we replace S by 
S u B(A.).  However, by the Markov property, using S u B(A , )  is equivalent to using 
B(A. )  and this case was proved above. Since d(S, A.t: _~) ~ he, this easily implies the 
QWBE condition. [] 
3. QWBE for a measure of maximal entropy 
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.19. The main step in the proof is to prove 
Proposition 3.1 below which is the analogue of Proposition 2.4 for this model. A result 
from Burton and Steif (1995) will allow us to prove Proposition 3.1. Once this is 
proved, the percolation type argument which was used in Section 2, after Proposition 
2.4 was established, can be carried out. 
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We now consider only the subset Y of {(i,j), 1 ~<i~< k, 1 <~j ~< M} z' given in 
Example 1.11 of the introduction. Fixing the ergodic measure of maximal entropy 
It that we are considering, we can assume without loss of generality that if 
W = {x e 7/a: at least one of r/(x) and ~/'(x)¢C~}, 
then It x It a.s. W c contains one infinite component whose complement contains no 
infinite component. 
Proposition 3.1. Given disjoint finite sets S and T, let E( S, T) denote the event hat there 
is a path from S to T contained in W. If  M > 82(2d+l)eE(2d-1)72d(2d-1)4k 2d+1, then 
there exist y, c > 0 such that for all disjoint finite sets S and T, 
It x It( E( S, T)) <<. cmin{ 10Sl, I~TI } e -~a~s" r)
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that [3S[ ~< [BTI. Let x e dS and let 
C(~/,r/',x) = {y: 3 a path from x to y contained in W}. 
We assume without loss of generality that x = 0. C(~/, ~/', 0) is just the component of 
W which contains 0 which by Theorem 1.12 is necessarily finite. 
If there is a path in W from 0 to T, then it is clear that t3C(r/, r/', 0) (recall Definition 
2.3) contains at least d(S, T) points. Letting W' = {x ~ 2~a: at least one of ~/(x) and 
r/'(x)e B} where B = {(i, 1), 1 ~<i~< k}, note that it is necessarily the case that 
~C(r/, r/',0) ___ W'. Next, Lemma 2.6 in Burton and Steif (1995) easily implies that for 
any finite set A ~_ Z a, 
Itxit(A~_ W')<<. 21AI (~- )  Ial 
since there are 2 IAI possible subsets of A on which the first configuration can take 
values in B. We then have 
It xit(3zt:0 ~ T contained in W) 
It x It( I~C(tl, tl',O)l >1 d(S, T)) 
~< It x It(dG c W') 
o~G an enclosure set  
IdGI >~dtS, T) 
<<. ~ (e7d)z( l+2d-4\ t /k2a+l\t 
the last inequality following from the above together with the bound mentioned in the 
previous ection on the number of enclosure sets. 
Since M > 82t2a+1)e2~2a-x)72dt2d- ~)4k 2d+1, the summands here decay exponenti- 
ally, and so this last expression isat most ce- ra~s. r) for some constants c and y. Since if 
there is a path in W from S to T, there must exist such a path from dS to T, the 
proposition follows. [] 
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Proof  of Theorem 1.19. Let c and y be as in Proposit ion 3.1 and let ad ~> 1 be such that 
[OA. I <<- ann a- 1 
for all n. Given any e > 0 and n, we first prove that if we take A(S ,n ,e )  to be 
{q ~ FS: #l,~tl _~)and/~l. , -~) can be cadnd-le-Td(S'A . . . . .  )-coupled} 
then 
I~(A(S, n, e)) >~ 1 - caan d- 1 e-~a(s,a ...... ) 
for S = B(A. ) .  Let 
U = {q ~ FS: ktl."+ 1 x [iln + I (E(S ,  An(1-0)) <~ (can ha- 1 e-~n~S,A ..... )),/2 }, 
where 
E(S,A,~I_ , ) )  is defined in Proposit ion 3.1. Proposit ion 3.1 tells us that 
#[,+x x pI.+ , ( E( S ,A , ( ,  _~))) <~ caana-'  e -~a(s'A ..... ). 
Since 
ul.+, x~l.+l = Y. (~(n))~l."+, x~l.+,,  
r/aF s 
as easy computat ion implies that 
l~( U) >1 1 - (cann a- ' e ~n(S,A ..... )),/2. 
We now show that for all a ~ U, there exists a coupling of fll,~a_,) and 51,~, _~ that 
gives { (q, q') e F a ....... x F a . . . . .  : q --- q' } probabil ity 1 - (caan a- ~ e - ea(s, A ..... )) ~/2. 
Given q,q', we let A. (q ,q ' )  be the set of all y for which there is a path from S to 
y contained in W. An (n,e)-separating set was defined in the last section. 
Definition 3.2. An (n,e)-separating set C is good (relative to q,r/') if Cc~ W -- 0. 
With this definition, it is easy to see that the obvious analogues of Lemmas 2.9-2.11 
hold in this case also. We now construct he desired coupling as follows. It will be 
a factor (function) of p[,%, x p[,+ 1. We will construct a function from F A°+' × F A"+' to 
itself such that #[.%, x #[,+ 1 gets transformed to a measure which has marginals p].% 1 
and p[,+, and such that {(r/,r/')~ FA"*I× FA"+': r / - -q '  on A,_~),} has probabil ity 
1 - (cadn a ' e-ra(S,A ..... )),/2. The function which we call f i s  defined as follows. Given 
r/, r/', either there is a path contained in W from B(A , )  to A,~, _,) or there is not. If there 
is, let f (q ,q ' )  = (q,q'). If there is not, let C be a maximal good (n,e)-separated set 
which exists by Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10. We then let f (q ,q ' )  = (q,q')  on CuC'  and let 
f (q ,  r/') = (q, r/) on (Cu  C')  c. 
Using the Markov  property that/~ satisfies (see Theorem 1.9) together with Lemma 
2.11, it follows that the measure obtained has the correct marginals. By Proposit ion 
3.1, this coupling gives {(q,q')~ FA"'IX FA"+': q ----r/' on  A(I_~)n} at least probabil ity 
1 - (caan a - 'e  yd(S,n ...... )),/2 as desired. 
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Lastly, one moves from the case S = B(A,) to general S exactly as one does in the 
proof of Theorem 1.18 and the QWBE property follows. [] 
4. QWBE in a uniqueness case 
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.20. The method of proof is completely 
analogous to the proofs in the previous two sections but is somewhat simpler. The 
analogue to Propositions 2.4 and 3.1 will be Proposition 4.1 below. Again, once this is 
established, our general percolation type argument can be carried out. 
We first mention that proving this result for 
n + k < 2d~ 
is completely self-contained. However, to prove the result under the weaker assump- 
tion that 
2k (k)2 
n + k ~-£  < pc(d) 
requires a highly nontrivial recent result from percolation. 
Let G denote the set of n new states which we are adding. Let/a be the unique 
measure of maximal entropy for X" (which is guaranteed by Theorem 1.1 3). Since any 
element of G can sit next to any other element, the Markov property (Theorem 1.9) 
tells us that for each x e 7/d, 
?/ 
#(t/(x) e G l~x) ~> ~ a.s., 
where ~x denotes the a-field generated by { q(Y)}x ~ y~z,. Equivalently, 
k 
/~(r/(x)~ G I ~-~) ~< ~-~--~ a.s. 
It follows that if {r/(x)} has distribution it, then {x e Za: r/(x)~G} is dominated by an 
i.i.d, process with density k/(n + k) in the following sense. If {6(x): x e Z ~} is an 
independent process with P( f (x)  = 1) = k/(n + k) and P(6(x) = O) = n/(n + k) for all 
x, then { r/(x): x ~ 22 d } and { 6 (x): x e 77 d } can be defined on the same probability space 
so that 
{xeZd: ~(x)¢G} _ {xe7#: 5(x) = 1} 
with probability 1. 
Now let v denote the measure on {0,1} ~' corresponding to the process {6(x): 
x ~ zd}. Given (r/, r/') ~ X" × X", let R be the subset ofZ ~ where at least one of r/(x) and 
r/'(x) is not in G. Given (6, 3') ~ {0, 1 }z, × {0, 1 }z,, let R' be the subset of Z d where at 
least one of 6(x) and 6'(x) is 1. 
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Proposition 4.1. Given disjoint finite sets S and T, let E( S, T) denote the event hat there 
is a path from S to T contained in R. I f  
n + k < pc(d). 
then there exist 7. c >0 such that for all disjoint finite sets S and T. 
# x p(E(S, r ) )  <~ c rain { IOSI. I o r  I} e -  y,~s. T) 
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that 10S[ ~< [~T[. If x ~ S, the p x/z- 
probability that there exists a path contained in R from x to x + {y: IlYll = l} is at 
most the v x v-probability that there exists a path contained in R' from x to x + {y: 
IlY[I = I} by the monotonicity described above. By a relatively recent result in 
percolation (see Grimmett, 1989, Theorem 3.4), the latter is at most ce -~t for some 
c and 7 since under v x v, different lattice points are independent and the v x v 
probability that 
xeR ' i s  2k _ (n__~)  2 
n+k 
which by assumption is < pc(d). The proposition ow follows immediately. [] 
We note that we could have obtained the above result for 
n + k < 2d--Zl 
if we did not want to refer to the above percolation result. 
Proof of Theorem 1.20. We simply outline the proof since the method is the same as 
the proofs of Theorems 1.18 and 1.19. The only difference is that one needs to define 
what a good (n,e)-separating set is. We say that a (n,s)-separating set C is good 
(relative to r/, r/') if both r/and r/' take on values in G on C. With this definition, one 
follows the proofs of Theorems 1.18 and 1.19. The details are left to the reader. [] 
5. QWBE implies central limit theorem 
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.21. To do this, we will apply one of the known 
conditions which implies that a random field satisfies a Central Limit Theorem. We 
apply the main result in Bolthausen (1982). 
Proof of Theorem 1.21. For finite sets S and T in 7/d, let d~(S,T)  be 
infx~s,y~ T ]] X -- y ]t ~ where I[ z IJ o~ = max1 <~ i <~ d ]zi [. For a finite set S ~ Z d, we let ~s  be 
the a-algebra generated by {Xi}i~s. We finally let an be defined by 
sup{[P(A1 ~A2) -- P(A1)P(A2)[: A1 ~ ~s, A2 ~ ~T, 
[S] ~< 2, [T[ < ~,do~(s , r )>~n}.  (5.1) 
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Using the fact that our random variables are finite valued and that one can approxim- 
ate events which depend on infinitely many coordinates by events which depend on 
finitely many coordinates, it suffices to show that 
n d- 1 a(n),/a < ~ (5.2) 
n~>l 
in order to invoke the main theorem in Bolthausen (1982) (see Remark 1 on p. 1049 
here) to conclude Theorem 1.21. The following lemma is obvious but we make it 
explicit for convenience. 
Lemma 5.1. Let 11 and 12 be disjoint finite sets. Let { Xi}i~11 u12 be random variables 
taking values in the finite set F. Let 
G = {11 E F'2: {Xi}i~,, and {Xi}i~l,/tl can be e-coupled} 
and assume that P({X,},~,2 ~ G)/> 1 - 5. (Here {X,},~i,/t/means {Xi}~x~ conditioned 
on { Xi }i~12 = rl, and e-coupled means that the corresponding distributions (measures) 
can be 5-coupled.) Then 
sup [P (AnB)  - P(A)P(B)I  <. 25. 
Aea({ Xi },~,,), B~o({Xi}i~,~) 
Proof. Clearly if ,/~ G, and A E a ( { X i } i ~,~ ), then I P (A) - P ( A [ ,/)[ ~< 5. Now for an y 
A and B as above, we have 
I P (AnB) - -  P(A)P(B)I  <~ ~ P(~) IP (A Ig ) - -  P(A)] 
rle B 
~_, P( r l ) lP (A l r l ) -  P(A)I + 5<'-.25. 
~B~G 
The last inequality follows from the above remark and the second inequality follows 
from P(G) >1 1 - 5. [] 
Lemma 5.2. Let S, T and W be pairwise disjoint sets and let p be a measure on F s~ r~W. 
Letting 
GI = {el ~ F s" p [~ and p[T can be e-coupled} 
G2 = {el ~ FSuT:  P I~ and P[w can be e-coupled}, 
and 
G'2 = {rl ~ FT: Pl~ and Plw can be e-coupled}, 
assume that G1, G2 and G'2 all have p-measure >>. 1 - 5. Then if 
G3 = {rl ~ FS: Pi law and p[ruy can be 4e + 5liE-coupled}, 
then p(G3) ~> 1 - 5 - e 1/2. 
Proof. Let G4 = {11~FS: p(G21~/) >~ 1 - 51/2}. Since 
1 - -5~p(G2)= ~'. #(~)p(G2[~), 
TIfF s 
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an easy computat ion gives/t(G4) ~> 1 -/31/2. Since #(G~ riG4) ~> 1 --/3 -- e 1/2, it suffi- 
ces to show that if q e G1 c~ G4, then p I~  w and #l r~ w can be 4/3 + e l/2-coupled. 
Given q ~ G1 ~ G4, this is done in two steps by first coupling on T and then on W. 
As r/e G1, we can first couple #[~ and #I t  so that with probabil ity ~> 1 - e, they are 
matched perfectly. Let 6 and 6' be the two random variables correspondng to p I~r and 
/~lr. Let qv6 ~F s~r be q on S and 6 on T. As q e G4, we next have that with 
probabi l i ty /> 1 -/31/2, r /v 6 6 G 2. Similarly, 6' 6 G~ with probabil ity ~> 1 -/3. I fq  v 6 
is in G2 and 5' ~ G~, we can then couple #l~v ~6 and #1~ so with probabi l i ty ~> 1 - 2e, 
they are matched perfectly (since each can be t-coupled with # Iw). I fq  v 6 is not in G2 
or 6' is not in G~, we then couple arbitrarily. This will then give us a coupling o f# I~w 
and /~[r .w where the two are matched perfectly with probabil ity at least 
1 - 4e - e 1/2, as desired. []  
We now fix n and want to get a bound on a,. If IS[ = 1, then from Lemma 5.1 and 
the definition of QWBE (with/3 = 1) together with the comments after the definition of 
QWBE,  any of the terms IP(Ac~B) - P(A)P(B)I in (5.1) are ~< 2e~/2e -~"/2 since any 
T with d~(S, T) >>. n must be contained in A, ~. When ISI = 2 with S = {x,y}, we need 
to consider the two cases II x - y II ~ ~> n/2 and II x - y I[ ~ ~< n/2 separately. 
Case 1. II x - y Iloo ~ n/2. Consider the box B centered at x of size n, x + A,. 
Clearly, any set T which has distance at least n from S must sit outside of B. Lemma 
5.1 together with the definition of QWBE (with/3 = ½) then gives 
sup{IP(Al mA2) - P(A,)P(A2) IA1E ~s, A2 E ~T, ITI < ~,d~(S,  T) >1 n} 
~< 2cl/2e ~,½n/2. 
(Recall that ~1/2 is the exponent in the definition of QWBE when e = ½.) 
Case 2. J l x -yH~ >>-n/2. Let Bx(By) be the box x + {z: llzll~ = n/6} (y + {z: 
rlzlloo = n/6}). Notice that these boxes are disjoint. In view of Lemma 5.2 and the 
definition of QWBE (with/3 = 1), we have that for any set T with T~(BxwBr)  = O, 
{ q ~ F r: PI~ and Pls can be 4( c~/2e -~'"/12) + ( c]/2e- ~"/12)l/2-coupled } 
has probabi l i ty ~> 1 - (c ] /2e  -~''"/12) -(c]/2e ~n/12)1/2. This gives {q~Fr :  /~l] and 
Pls can be 5(cl/2e-~'"/12)l/2-coupled} has probabi l i ty >~ 1 - 5(c]/Ze-r'n/12) 1/2. Notic- 
ing that any set T with distance at least n from S must be disjoint from B~ w By, the 
above together with Lemma 5.1 gives us 
sup{ lP (A lc~A2) -  P(A1)P(A2)[: A1 ~ ~s, A2 6 o~r, [TI < ~,d~(S ,  T) >~ n} 
<~ lO(c]/2e-~'n/12) 1/2. 
This all shows that 
a, ~< max{c1, cl/2} 10e min{yl,71:z}n/24 
(using c~/> 1 for all/3) and hence (5.2) holds, as desired. []  
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